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Embracing the E-commerce Revolution in
Asia and the Pacific
Studie over psychometrie

Digest of United States Practice in
International Law 2007
This book is an expository introduction to the
methodology of sensitivity analysis of model output. It
is primarily intended for investigators, students and
researchers that are familiar with mathematical
models but are less familiar with the techniques for
performing their sensitivity analysis. A variety of
sensitivity methods have been developed over the
years. This monograph helps the analyst in her/his
first exploration of this world. The main goal of is to
foster the recognition of the crucial role of sensitivity
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analysis methods as the techniques that allow us to
gain insights from quantitative models. Also,
exercising rigor in performing sensitivity analysis
becomes increasingly relevant both to decision
makers and modelers. The book helps the analyst in
structuring her/his sensitivity analysis quest properly,
so that to obtain the correct answer to the
corresponding managerial question. The first part of
the book covers Deterministic Methods, including
Tornado Diagrams; One-Way Sensitivity Analysis;
Differentiation-Based Methods and Local Sensitivity
Analysis with Constraints. The second part looks at
Probabilistic Methods, including Regression-based
methods, Variance-Based Methods, and Distributionbased methods. The final section looks at
Applications, including capital budgeting, sensitivity
analysis in climate change modelling and in the risk
assessment of a lunar space mission.

Unleashing E-Commerce for South Asian
Integration
International Trade Outlook for Latin
America and the Caribbean 2018
Technology and the Internet have triggered important
changes to how creative works are created and
accessed, and how creators and copyright-based
industries generate their revenues. The authors
reassess the economics of copyright in the light of
these changes. After providing an introduction to the
economics of copyright, they analyze the changes to
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the baseline copyright model triggered by the new
technological landscape. Then, they assess the
empirical economic work on copyright so far, and
suggest future avenues of research and related data
needs.

Information Economy Report 2015
Logistics and fulfillment management is unglamorous,
complex and expensive, but it is one of the primary
factors determining whether an e-business will be
profitable. Many enterprises (large and small) rush
into the e-business model without adequate consi

Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Information
Communication and Management
Through a structured literature review and an
exploratory factor analysis, this thesis presents a
conceptual framework with 6 key factors composed of
19 indicators, including government, consumer,
company, product, operation and partnership, which
affecting the development of e-logistics in crossborder relation. Then, a comprehensive competitive
strategy is generated based on the framework,
including government policy, logistics strategy
selection, differentiated product, dual-channel
inventory and transport. Finally, Walmart and JD.com
in China market are chosen as case study, the
development of their cross-border e-logistics strategy
verify the rationality and applicability of the
framework found in this thesis. Durch eine
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strukturierte Literaturrecherche und eine explorative
Faktorenanalyse, stellt diese Arbeit einen
konzeptionellen Framework mit 6 Schlüsselfaktoren
auf, die sich 19 Indikatoren zusammensetzen, die sich
auf die Entwicklung der E-Logistik in Cross-BorderBeziehungen auswirken, darunter Regierung,
Verbraucher, Unternehmen, Produkt, Betrieb und
Partnerschaft. Anschließend wird eine umfassende
Wettbewerbsstrategie auf der Grundlage des
Frameworks erstellt, einschließlich der
Regierungspolitik, der Auswahl der Logistikstrategie,
des differenzierten Produkts, des Dual-ChannelBestands und des Transports. Schließlich werden
Walmart und JD.com im chinesischen Markt als
Fallstudie ausgewählt, die Entwicklung ihrer CrossBorder-E-Logistik-Strategie aufgezeigt und
Anwendbarkeit des Frameworks demonstriert.

Sensitivity Analysis
European B2C E-Commerce in the
Banking Sector
Asia is the world's largest e-commerce marketplace
and continues to grow rapidly. Some countries lead.
Others need to catch up. An efficient e-commerce
marketplace requires information and communication
technology infrastructure—including internet access,
speed, and affordability—along with logistics, an
effective legal and institutional framework, and social
acceptance and awareness. This report reviews the
opportunities and challenges in developing businessPage 5/27
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to-consumer e-commerce in the region. It also
examines how Fourth Industrial Revolution
technologies—blockchains, the internet of things,
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and 5G
wireless networks, among others—will transform the
industry and unlock its dynamic potential. It also
offers policy recommendations to help lower barriers
to e-commerce development.

International VAT/GST Guidelines
Examines the concepts, people, and organizations
related to economic globalization from the sixteenth
century to the present, and features over 150
alphabetically-arranged entries and primary
documents on topics including international trade,
outsourcing, and child labor.

Legal Aspects of Electronic Commerce
Strategic Management is at the core of any business.
The second edition of Global Strategic Management
embraces traditional strategic management teaching,
but extends it to a world scale. It offers insight into
the impact of globalisation on business organisations
and how managers could and should react. The text is
written by a well-respected professor of strategy at
one of the world’s leading business schools and
combines a strategic and managerial approach to
global issues, blending theory and practical, empirical
examples to great effect.

E-commerce, WTO and Developing
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This publication studies e-commerce-related policies
that affect SMEs’ engagement in cross-border ecommerce. It identifies the bottlenecks and
requirements of e-commerce participation and
presents examples of best practices in regulating
cross-border e-commerce. This work addresses
competitiveness issues in each segment of the crossborder e-commerce process chain, including
establishing business online, international e-payment,
cross-border delivery and aftersales services. It
provides a checklist of the essential ingredients for
SME success in cross-border e-commerce, by
examining enabling factors at the firm level,
immediate business environment level and national
policy level. The publication also reviews global crossborder e-commerce and offers a deeper analysis of
selected economies. This work serves as a starting
point for a public private dialogue on e-commerce,
especially for SMEs in developing countries.

International E-Commerce. Opportunities
and Barriers of a Chinese Online Shop
within the German Market
Master's Thesis from the year 2016 in the subject
Business economics - Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media,
University of Bremen, language: English, abstract:
How can opportunities and barriers of using a Chinese
online shop on the German market be identified from
a consumer’s point of view? The process of the study
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is structured in seven chapters. After the introduction,
the second chapter will define the basic knowledge
about e-commerce, strategies and markets and will
also reflect on the state of the art with respect to the
use of foreign online shops on the German market.
The third chapter will provide possible exploratory
approaches that depict online consumer behavior in
foreign online shops and identifies eight concepts that
may influence the use of a Chinese online shop. In the
fourth chapter, hypotheses will be generated on the
basis of the previous theoretical concepts. The
methodology, which includes the description of the
model, the used method and the data processing, will
be introduced in the fifth chapter. In chapter six, the
general results of the descriptive statistics as well as
the estimation of the PLSSEM approach will be
presented. Finally, the seventh chapter will discuss
the results and will derive appropriate options for
action and will furthermore draw a conclusion for the
thesis.

International Mergers & Acquisitions,
Cooperations and Networks in the eBusiness Industry
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is rapidly
transforming the way in which enterprises are
interacting among each other as well as with
consumers and governments. Despite important
potential benefits, businesses and consumers in
developing countries were for a long time slow to
exploit e-commerce. As a result of changes in the
evolving landscape for information and
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communications technologies (ICTs), this pattern is
now changing, and e-commerce is growing rapidly in
emerging markets and developing economies. Against
this background, this publication revisits the potential
opportunities and risks of e-commerce and examines
how countries can benefit the most from the
phenomenon in today's Information Society. Using
official statistics and private sector data, it provides
an up-to-date review of global and regional trends
related to e-commerce in view of changes in the ICT
landscape, focusing on developing countries while
drawing lessons from developed countries.

Rough Consensus and Running Code
China Development Review
Syracuse Journal of International Law
and Commerce
Inhaltsangabe:Introduction: Based on the findings of
the correlation analysis described in chapter 7.1,
factors of influence and variables statistically not
related to financial B2C e-commerce can now be
distinguished. While the focus of this part of the
analysis lies on factors showing significant correlation
coefficients in relation to the research topic, this does
not mean that the non-correlated factors are not of
importance or somewhat connected. The statistical
measurements may not be suitable for this type of
analysis, survey results may be misleading or the
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situation will have changed in the last two years after
the investigation. On the other hand, the observed
correlations do not necessarily equal a causal
relationship and the high complex matter can not be
explained by single variables as influence factors. The
conducted correlation analysis only serves as an
indicator for potential influence factors or accelerators
and has to be carefully evaluated. Keeping these
considerations in mind, the statistical analysis within
the scope of this masters dissertation will support the
following conclusions and interpretations. First of all,
computer usage and skills as well as internet usage
and skills need to be on a high level in a country to
facilitate financial B2C e-commerce. Residents of
countries with higher levels for the subject of
examination will probably already have gained
adequate skills, as indicated by a medium strong
negative relation to computer courses taken in the
last three months and other online activities such as
online information search and online banking
positively correlated. While online banking is partially
included in the variable e_comm representing
financial B2C e-commerce through customer s usage
of online financial services, this particular result may
not be totally conclusive. However, it seems logical
that consumers with good computer and internet
skills also spending a lot of time with advanced
activities on the internet may also engage in financial
B2C e-commerce. This assumption narrows down the
target group and excludes a certain clientele from
online product offers of financial institutions - banks
will need to adapt their web portals accordingly, set
up initiatives improving computer and web skills of
their consumers and meet their consumers on the
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internet, e.g. with advertising while they are using
search engines. Practical evidence supporting these
interpretations can be found in several examples of []

The Economics of Copyright and the
Internet: Moving to an Empirical
Assessment Relevant in the Digital Era
This book examines emerging theories, frameworks,
and applications of global marketing for the 21st
century. It highlights how global marketing is
changing in a globalized and digital economy that is
fast increasing in complexity and uncertainty. The
traditional approach to global marketing is no longer
sufficient to address the emerging issues in global
markets. Global companies need to challenge
traditional assumptions in global marketing in an era
of shifting political, cultural, economic, and
technological changes. They need to take a fresh look
at the contemporary threats and opportunities in
markets, institutions, and technology and how they
affect entry and expansion strategies through careful
re-calibration of the marketing-mix. This book offers
new insights for global marketing that addresses
these issues. This book should be an ideal resource to
both academic scholars and reflective practitioners
globally such as CEOs and chief marketing officers as
well as government officials and policy makers
interested in formulating strategies/policies for global
marketing activities in the face of a globalized and
digitized economy. This well-crafted research volume
is an excellent addition to the growing literature on
new trends in international marketing. The authors
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present the latest insight on the impact of
phenomena such as cross-border e-commerce and
digital markets, and they discuss new tools for
political risk assessment, international branding and
more broadly the reconfiguring of marketing-mix
strategies – A powerful reminder that the new global
market remains a rugged landscape. - Alain Verbeke,
McCaig Research Chair in Management and Editor-inChief Journal of International Business Studies,
University of Calgary, Canada. Emerging trends in
institutions, markets, and societies, along with new
technological advances, are redefining the scope and
strategy in global marketing. Professors Agarwal and
Wu have assembled a remarkable collection of cuttingedge topics and issues that capture the shifting
paradigm and contemporary developments in the
global marketing field. This is an informative and
timely resource that makes a valuable contribution,
useful for both scholars and business practitioners of
global marketing. - Constantine S. Katsikeas, Arnold
Ziff Endowed Research Chair in Marketing &
International Management, Editor-in-Chief Journal of
International Marketing, University of Leeds, UK. This
book presents new and cutting-edge thinking at a
time when the traditional views of international
marketing need to be scrapped. Convergence forces
are creating new opportunities as well as threats on a
daily basis, and marketing practitioners as well as
scholars must be forewarned as well as forearmed on
how to deal with these changes. The real growth is
coming from the emerging nations, and the theories
that provided sufficient insights ten years ago have
been completely outmoded by the ever-accelerating
rate of innovation and technological change as well as
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the pressures to address the needs of all of the firm’s
relevant stakeholders. The strategic insights provided
here are absolutely invaluable. Don’t miss an
opportunity to read this book!! - John B. Ford,
Professor of Marketing & International Business,
Eminent Scholar & Haislip-Rohrer Fellow, Editor-inChief, Journal of Advertising Research, Old Dominion
University, USA.

Encyclopedia of the Global Economy: List
of entries
Developing E-commerce logistics in crossborder relation
This paper discusses the policy issues that ecommerce raises for the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) and developing countries. Electronic commerce
offers unprecedented opportunities to both developed
and developing countries. In the short term, due to
lack of infrastructure in the developing countries, the
gains are likely to be concentrated in the developed
countries. In the long term, the developing countries
have more to benefit and they can gain by skipping
some of the stages in development of information
technology through which developed countries have
had to pass. The author has three policy proposals for
developing countries. First, that it would be most
appropriate to classify e-commerce as trade with
services with GATS discipline applied to it. Classifying
e-commerce as goods trade with a permanent zero
custom duty pact would liberalise all e-commerce by
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default, undermining the bargaining power of
developing countries. Secondly Internet transactions
would be best classified as cross-border trade rather
than consumption abroad. The last proposal is that
developing countries with the capacity to export
skilled services through the Internet, should
aggressively negotiate market access with developed
countries in the future WTO negotiations aiming to
seek liberalisation in the sectors in which they have
comparative advantage and recognition of their
education, qualifications and skills etc.

Bringing SMEs onto the e-Commerce
Highway
Tax Notes International
Logistics and Fulfillment for e-business
Based on papers presented at an international
seminar held in Køge, Denmark, on 27-28 April
2001.--Preface.

Emerging Issues in Global Marketing
This edition focuses on trade connectivity, which is
critical for inclusiveness and sustainable
development. Physical connectivity enables the
movement of goods and services to local, regional
and global markets.
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Boston University international law
journal
In a world governed by speed, the Internet plays a
growing role in many of today's innovations, and the
resolution of disputes using electronic means of
communication may soon be part of everyday legal
practice. This book offers a survey of the current state
of play in online dispute resolution, from the methods
and information technology currently in use to the
range of regulatory solutions proposed by
shareholders. Taking their analysis a step further, the
authors also address this new field's most pressing
issues, including possible amendments of existing
legislation, treaties, and arbitration and other ADR
rules. Online Dispute Resolution: Challenges for
Contemporary Justice is an in-depth study of online
dispute resolution today, discussing among other
topics: the different methods of ODR; fields of use;
ways to bring parties to online dispute resolution;
validity and effects of clauses entered into online and
providing for online mediation or arbitration; issues
surrounding electronic communications and evidence
in arbitration; and, enforcement of online dispute
resolution outcomes, both through court proceedings
and built-in enforcement mechanisms. This book also
covers issues related to security and e-commerce in
general. As a special feature, it contains a section on
existing online dispute resolution providers, complete
with interviews and statistics. Online Dispute
Resolution: Challenges for Contemporary Justice is a
significant resource for legal counsel, to arbitral
institutions, ODR and ADR service providers,
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governments and governmental and nongovernmental organizations, as well as to those with a
more academic interest. This book will provide a
greater understanding of online dispute resolution to
persons in the fields of arbitration and ADR, ecommerce, intellectual property, civil procedure,
international law, international trade and commerce,
and information technology.

International Management
This edition of International Trade Outlook for Latin
America and the Caribbean covers 2018 and is
divided into three chapters. Chapter I analyses the
impact of divergent global growth and trade tensions
on trade in the region. Chapter II examines the share
of Latin America and the Caribbean in global trade in
minerals and metals. The region overall is a net
exporter in this sector; however, given the typically
low level of processing of its exports, it has the
largest share in this category of primary products of
all regions in the world. Finally, Chapter III examines
whether cross-border e-commerce has the potential
to galvanize and diversify exports from the region.
Cross-border e-commerce refers to transactions for
products and services that are ordered online,
platform-enabled, or delivered online.

Techniques of Attitude Scale
Construction
This book identifies institutional mechanisms that can
be used to promote consumer confidence in direct
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online sales with businesses (B2C e-commerce). It
argues that enhancing the access to justice in a
multidimensional sense can potentially offer an
effective means of boosting consumer confidence. It
introduces a conceptual framework for a
multidimensional approach to access to justice in the
context of consumer protection, describing the
various reasonable criteria needed to satisfy
consumer demands in B2C e-commerce. The
framework, which reflects all essential aspects of
consumers’ expectations when they engage in online
transactions, provides a benchmark for the evaluation
of various consumer protection mechanisms. Based
on an analysis of different mechanisms and using the
framework’s criteria, the practice of private ordering,
which does not rely on the creation of rules of law but
rather on the use of technology as a solution, appears
to offer a meaningful way to enhance access to
justice in B2C e-commerce. However, though private
ordering holds considerable potential, certain
weaknesses still need to be eliminated. This book
demonstrates how private ordering can be
successfully implemented with the help of an
intermediary, a neutral third party that plays an
integral part in the collaborative task of facilitating
various aspects of private ordering, thus helping to
limit the risks of failure and ensuring a fairer market
setting. In order to move forward, it argues that the
state, with its wealth of material resources and
incentive options, is the institution best suited to
acting as an intermediary in facilitating private
ordering. This promising proposal can improve
consumer protection, which will in turn boost
consumer confidence.
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Global Strategic Management, Second
Edition
The International VAT/GST Guidelines present a set of
internationally agreed standards and recommended
approaches for the consistent application of VAT to
international trade, with a particular focus on trade in
services and intangibles.

World Internet Development Report 2018
This book presents the latest trends and drivers of
globalisation in major OECD countries and their
implications for industrial performance and
government policies. It analyses regional and sectoral
trends in telecommunications, automobiles, steel,
pharmaceuticals, airlines and financial services.

Unpacking E-commerce Business Models,
Trends and Policies
As digital transformation has accelerated, the ecommerce landscape has become increasingly
dynamic. New players have emerged at the same
time that established actors have taken on new roles;
some barriers to e-commerce at the firm, individual
and country levels have been overcome, while other
barriers have emerged. Innovative business models
have transformed buyer-seller relationships and
pushed out the frontier of what is possible to buy and
sell online.

Access to JusticePage
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A Cross-Border-Only Regulation for
Consumer Transactions in the EU
For almost three decades, the European Union (EU)
has adopted measures to regulate consumer
transactions within the internal market created by the
EU Treaties. Existing legislation is largely based on
directives harmonizing aspects of national consumer
laws. This Brief argues that a more appropriate
approach for EU consumer law would be legislation in
the form of a regulation which is applicable to crossborder transactions only. The author considers the
constitutional constraints of the EU Treaties, before
examining the case for a cross-border-only measure.
He argues that the cross-border approach is
preferable, because it would provide clearer benefits
for consumers seeking to buy goods and services
across borders, while not upsetting domestic law
unnecessarily—in particular in the context of ecommerce, with implications for industry,
policymaking, and regional development. The Brief
concludes by suggesting that a successful EU
measure on cross-border consumer transactions could
create a template for global initiatives for
transnational consumer law.

Aid for Trade at a Glance 2017 Promoting
Trade, Inclusiveness and Connectivity for
Sustainable Development
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This report is part of a broader work program on
shaping a more positive narrative on regional
integration in South Asia. It is a follow-up to a recent
flagship report published by the South Asia Region of
the World Bank, A Glass Half Full: The Promise of
Regional Trade in South Asia. E-commerce is
dramatically changing the way goods and services are
transacted nationally, regionally, and globally. It
facilitates international trade by reducing the cost of
distance and remoteness and can be more inclusive
of underrepresented groups such as women, small
businesses, and rural entrepreneurs. Intraregional
trade in South Asia is still below its potential, and the
region lags behind other parts of the world in
activating the potential benefits from e-commerce.
Adopting a novel yet practical approach, this report
explores how e-commerce can be boosted to deepen
intraregional trade in South Asia. It examines the
main transacting models in the digital space and the
channels through which e-commerce helps reduce
transactions costs for firms and consumers. It
considers the regulations, as well as the regulatory
gaps, affecting private sector participation in ecommerce, focusing on data privacy, consumer
protection, delivery, cybersecurity, market-access
regulations, and digital payments. Finally, the report
presents recommendations for regulatory reforms
that could enhance e-trade, especially in a regional
context and as a possible platform for greater global
engagement by South Asian firms. The scale of these
recommendations ranges from the modest, such as
allowing cross-border payments and streamlining the
customs regime, to the more ambitious, such as
allowing the operation of regional e-commerce
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platforms and liberalizing related cross-border
logistics services.

The New Zealand Law Journal
Northwestern Journal of International
Law & Business
Key Benefit:International Management, 6/e, explores
the dynamic global environment of business
management, by exploring political, legal,
technological, competitive and cultural factors that
shape corporations worldwide. Key Topics:The author
examines cross-cultural management, competitive
strategy, and current trends in the global arena.
Market:For undergraduate and graduate students
majoring in international business or general
management.

Competition & Consumer Law Journal
Co-published by Oxford University Press and the
International Law Institute, and prepared by the Office
of the Legal Adviser of the United States Department
of State, The Digest of United States Practice in
International Law presents an annual compilation of
documents and commentary highlighting significant
developments in public and private international law,
and is an invaluable resource for practitioners and
scholars in the field. Each annual volume compiles
excerpts from documents such as treaties, diplomatic
notes and correspondence, legal opinion letters,
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judicial decisions, executive orders, Senate
committee reports, press releases and federal
legislation and regulations. All the documents which
are excerpted in the Digest are selected by members
of the Legal Adviser's Office of the U.S. Department of
State, based on their judgments about the
significance of the issues, their potential relevance to
future situations, and their likely interest to
practitioners and scholars. In almost every case, the
commentary to each excerpt is accompanied by a
citation to the full text.

Cross-Border Management
This book is an important outcome of the Fifth World
Internet Conference. It provides a comprehensive
account of the new trends and highlights of global
Internet development over the past year, covering
network infrastructure, information technology, digital
economy, world internet media, cyber security, and
international cyberspace governance. This year, the
book improves the Global Internet Development Index
System and adds more countries into the assessed
list, in order to reflect more comprehensively,
objectively and accurately the general situation of the
world Internet development and thus to provide
reference for all countries in promoting Internet
development and governance.

E-commerce in Practice
"This book specifically develops theories to
understand service quality and quality management
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practice of EC which is completely a new and
innovative effort to formulate perceptions of global
consumers"--Provided by publisher.

Proliferation of the Internet Economy: ECommerce for Global Adoption,
Resistance, and Cultural Evolution
This book presents a new approach to management in
an increasingly interactive world. In this context, the
use of the word “new” has two meanings. The first
relates to a new definition of borders (which are
natural, institutional, functional, or mixed); the
second concerns the fact that the book applies (and,
where necessary, develops) analytical tools, methods
and models that are different from those used in
other similar books. The objectives of this book are: to
clarify whether existing management theories and
methods can be effectively applied in an entity (which
can be defined as a sovereign country, a region, a
community, a culture, or a firm) as the latter
increasingly interacts with the rest of the world; to
develop qualitative and quantitative methods to help
leaders make optimal decisions for their entity and, at
the same time, to maximize the positive (or minimize
the negative) effects of those decisions on the rest of
the world; and to design workable cross-border
cooperation plans and conflict-management schemes
that allow policy-makers to better cope with the
challenges and problems posed by our increasingly
interactive world.

New Patterns of Industrial Globalisation
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Cross-border Mergers and Acquisitions
and Strategic Alliances
Private law has long been the focus of efforts to
explain wider developments of law in an era of
globalisation. As consumer transactions and corporate
activities continue to develop with scant regard to
legal and national boundaries, private law theorists
have begun to sketch and conceptualise the possible
architecture of a transnational legal theory. Drawing a
detailed map of the mixed regulatory landscape of
'hard' and 'soft' laws, official, unofficial, direct and
indirect modes of regulation, rules, recommendations
and principles as well as exploring the concept of
governance through disclosure and transparency, this
book develops a theoretical framework of
transnational legal regulation. Rough Consensus and
Running Code describes and analyses different lawmaking regimes currently observable in the
transnational arena. Its core aim is to reassess the
transnational regulation of consumer contracts and
corporate governance in light of a dramatic
proliferation of rule-creators and compliance
mechanisms that can no longer be clearly associated
with either the 'state' or the 'market'. The chosen
examples from two of the most dynamic legal fields in
the transnational arena today serve as backdrops for
a comprehensive legal theoretical inquiry into the
changing institutional and normative landscape of
legal norm-creation.

Online Dispute Resolution
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Diploma Thesis from the year 2007 in the subject
Business economics - Business Management,
Corporate Governance, grade: 1,3, University of
Mannheim (Department of Business Administration
and International Management), course: International
Management, 280 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: Since the year 2003,
there has been a strong surge in the e-Business
industry with many successful startups been formed
in North America, Europe, China and India. At the
same time, a stronger consolidation trend in the eBusiness industry is observable in all regions. The
number of merger and acquisition deals in the
international e-Business industry has increased
sharply since 2005 by 15%. This book presents and
analyzes the significant mergers, acquisitions, and
cooperations that were consummated in the eBusiness industry between the year 2005 and the first
quarter of 2007. It looks at the impact of mergers,
acquisitions, and cooperations on the e-Business
industry, and assesses the deals in the stated time
period by analyzing the relationship between
mergers, acquisitions, cooperations, market share,
and competitive advantage to ascertain the strategic
value that companies attain from such activities. The
book is focused on e-Business companies such as
Google, Yahoo, MSN, YouTube, MySpace, Facebook,
Photobucket, Studiverzeichnis, Skype, Xing, Bebo,
Last.fm, Gumtree, Kijiji, Joost, Tradera, Alibaba,
Taobao, Xiaonei, Tom Online, etc. The book is written
for all top managers and decision makers in the eBusiness industry, e-Business companies, venture
capital companies, e-Business Startup associations,
researchers, and potential e-Business entrepreneurs.
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